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ABSTRACT

A new course structure, entitled Guided Do sign, gaining notable
attention in engineering education. A major reason for this attention is
the promise the course pattern holds for influencing student affective
attitudes, in addition-to its emphasis in the cogntive domain. The present
project used paper & pencil instruments to examine changes in student
attitudes in a time -dependent longitudinal fashion as a result of taking
a two-semester sequence of a Guided Design course.

Significant differences fn the preferred direction were noted for the
experimental group as compared to the other engineering control groups.
At :=0.05, the experimental group had a greater change in their perception
of the importance in engineering of communications as compared to math and
science, and in their perception of the semantic differential concepts
I engineer', 'future goal', ancitchange'. AtL00.16, a relative improvement in
debilitating anxiety was noted.

Changes in the preferred direction were noted for the experimental
group for facilitating anxiety and understanding of the engineering function.
The experimental group individuals tended to become more internally
controlled.

These results are interpeted to mean that the experimental Guided
Design course does positively influence students in the affective domain.
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1 '1'1 DhC 1(

inerensin0v,.people in our culture ;lie searching for a groat:or
relevance and uncloiftandixig in their war1t, 1n their education, 411

their lives. As a consoqucnce, in cnijneering education Lilo adoption
of freshman design courses 1114 occurred in most ens ining schools in
the cooatry new dosion coursoci aro Tieing instituted into tho senior

sand in ;electud universities design work is heiii incorpor-
ated Into all four years of the engineering currientum.(5,6) 1

particular this course work is expected to motivate Lho student and gi
him at: the earliest stage of his education i more comprehensive underst.cind

of the functioningi, of an enpL1ioear.

Now co e structures such as PSI (7'8r9) are being instituted to
improve the efficiency of teaching the theoretical concepts and uses of
engineering. In general those now styles also provide for
concern with social relevance, while maintaining or increasing levels of

content learning.

A course sturetnre gaining notable attention is Guided Design,(.0)
as it combines the self-study aspects of PSI with the emphasis on design.
This course style is being used at West Virginia Univerkity; Fairmont Stat,
College, Wright State University, Younstown State University, and
UniversiL of Michigan. In addition at least three other institutions are
considering adoption of this course pattern in some of their courses. A

major reason for the attention and promise of the structure appears to be
that this . course pattern has a strong influence on affective attributes(11)
in addition to its successful treatment of learning activities in the
cognitive domain. (12) The present study was undertaken to determine the
extent to which affective factors might be affected by the Guided Design
course structure.

Project 2be_ctives

PneoblectiveofjhelEesentTI21qst was to examine changes
iaa student`- affective attitudes inatimeTdenendent longitudinal fashion
as a result of takin a two semester sequence of a Guided Desi gn course.

Historically, the engineering education community has bean primarily
concerned with students' cognitive learning and dealt with the issues of
course design and evaluation in that connection. However, engineering'
educators increasingly are becoming more aware of the importance of taking
into consideration. affective aspects in course designs.(13,14) A

(15) ,L1pioneering effort by Korn Arid Wise (15) looked at the interaction of
affective variables and college success. For a narrow range of high
ability students, they found no correlation between academic perform_ancc and
intellectual aptitudes. (15). Instead, a variety of attitudes and affect
variables accounted for most of the variability in a student's academic
performance. Thus recent course dosignshnv& incorporated the theory of
educational psychology for affective learning. -But. little has been down
towards quantifying the effectiveness of theso'new affective designs. To

the quthor's'knowledge -the only previeus longitudinal study of changes in
.
affective characteristics conducted on colic _tengiuceriue courses was
conducted on 'a freshman Guided Design course 1-.6)



Th " r CCL :I I ,i() ;J: ,,'n to p ro vi :W. j ilct dnt. a tart jarly
l-')!hP-f!'1":1_ to .JFiv" Icnrnin, ir th(-' '-'n)""Li"11 o 1'i.nt:Lic.
edivIntion ciliriculu;;:. Inc Departi,:yat. of Cheiical Wet
viu,inta Lniversity, in initiatinv, a new curri.:ulum utiLizing Gui dca Design
nnd other innovative fenturos.(6) An in-depth eynluati(.n of this curriculmi
1..; being conductnd as -it is bein developed. in contrast to many published
papers all the theory of curriculuil evaluation, there have heen very Jew
experimenial studies in the literature of the effectiveness of new curricula.

Course Structure

The modified version of th Cu Lied Design structure was presented in
Thermodynnnics and Kinetics, a chemical engineering 2-sees ter course
sequence (3 credits per semester). IL differed from most Guided Pcsign
courses in that little writt.en feed back on design projects was given, as
oral -feedback was extensively used.

To enhance the student attributes of independence, sclf-image and self-
control over his environment, the students were asked to self-study pro-
grammed teNts and then to work en assigned engineering problems. About
60-70% of the required problems were correctly done by the students on
their first try. The instructor corrected and guided this work towards
successful. completion of the problems by writing extensive comments on the
homework. Thestudants reworked the problems until they satisfactorily
completed all the homework. For each section of assigned homework, there
was a test. Upon completion of the homework as indicated above, the student
was eligible to take the exam. He had the option of retaking the exam to
improve his grade.

A rigorous, but respectable, work load was required. About 60-80 prob-
lems/semester were to be worked by the students. Forty (40) other more
difficult problems were available for extra credit toward their grade.
(This compares to 80 required problems for a physical chemistry course also
being taken by the students at the same time. (J=8)) The homework was expected
at about two-week intervals. The intent was to encourage students to pace
their day-to-day work.

Open-ended design projects were included to develop an inclusive
picture of the course content while modeling the framework of a working
professional, Guidance was given in a formal strategy approach to projects.
It uses applications to encourage thinking in preference to a formal course
to abstractly teach-problem-solving and thinking(19) total of 7 projects
were used during the year. Students were roqui red i;lo work in groups of 4-6

to enhance the ability to work in a group and get along with fellow student
professionals. The projects also served the cognitive goal of de-,aloping
student intellectual and comprehensive problem-solving skills.

The instructor devoted class time in allowing the students to progress
on projects or to discussing the homework or the class progress on the
project. The course therefore differed from conventional courses in the
amount of interpersonal interactions, the omphasiS on feedback and
prncticality,.and the design projects which were to stimulate higher
cognitive thinking.

(17)



Ccnnpl.ctc dt; iii of the course structure are pro so ed in
App adix I. An example of a student ,you repot 1, on n Ji r!

pre. ented !it Appendix

MO EVN1 11.1:=i L 1 trli '

v!, _af fec t iv vnr° i.bles were examined in this study

The student's perception of himelf and surroundings an im ertant
determinant in his ability to work with others and to be satisfied with
hiG own work. A general intrument to tap these perceptions, with
respect to key concepts h as peers, instruetten, is the ispried's

Semantic Differential. (20) It was conjectured that the course format,
which requires students to work clocrly with his peers, and have close
interaction with the instructor, might change s student's perception
of his environment.- If a change in a concept perception is noted in the
positive direction, improvements in satisfaction level and ability to

k in groups might be supposed.

The course utilized an exam procedure which mandated preparatory
homework. The student was then ready to take the exam at the mutual
convenience of the student and instructor. Coupled with no exam time
restrictions and the practic^ of using the best exam of an optional two
exams for each section of material, tne anxiety level of the student
might well change. Debilitating anxiety should be lowered while test
performance increases. The instrument used to examine this hypothesis
was the Achievement Anxiety Test, (21) which yields both debilitating and
facilitating anxiety measures.

If a student is successful with the self-study features, increased
feedback to the students in problems and projects, and exam precedure, he
might be expected to increase his feeling of control. of his situation and
become more internally oriented. An internally-oriented individual, who
believes positive and negative events are the consequences of his own acts,
tends to have a higher level of work proficiency and more favorable
personal qualities aWity to work with others, self-reliance, courtesy
and work tolerance).(---/ The modified Retter Internal-External Locus of
Control was chosen to examine this characteristic. (23)

According to achievement-motivation theory, (24) students with high
achievement motivation do more and better work when positive accomplishment_
is a result of diligent effort. A moderately difficult task seems to
provide the best motivation. If too difficult a task is presented, the
student gives- up; if too easy a task is presented, the student does not
feel challenged and does not expend si,fficient effort. A major modification
concerns a person's fear-of-failure; for individuals they may have
tendency to be predominantly achievement-or fear-motivated. (24) Engineer-
ing is noted for the rigor of its discipline, and the emphasis on
solov.ion of many problems. Engineering education appears to fulfill many
aspects of achievement motivation theory. ft appears to be a strong
self adjusting_ system, obtaining Ss with high achievement motivation.
The increased emphasis on design in ton present experimental course,
coupled with set goals and a number of problems of various difficulty,
would seem to meet the criteria of achievement-motivation theory for hi,:;h
accomplishment ratios for students. IL might he possible= to produce a
change- in affiliation motivation itself with a deSigned course structure.



No.r.0 achlovoriont= noLivNLion will ho high ;!pd porhop14 ho n

ftictur Jo aiicoring c:-..hnng in tho V i I t tviol porcepLion

(0!igflodT mntic DitioronLint) or locti of corarol. (Rottcl' Intornal-

1::.:LornA Lewus n I Concrol).

Otio impoWnt. fuoturc .uf suLcossfnl onglneorll k their approach
to their job.'.-') Such foeiers fl5 p.onoral knowledge of

technicdt concepts, willingness to ssum( a largo work ieed, are
critical. (25) To 5o successful, the enineer should he aware of these
factors. The factors art affective, i.e. to manner in which tho individual
oporaLo:;, but arc based on coEnttive knowlede of both technical concepts
and working conditions. Ono expects that established engineers would
have different pc:rational procedures than do student. to ascertain
these differences, a questionnaire was constructed ond administered Co
practicing engineers, and subsequently to the students.

One other domain of obvious importance is ambiguity tolerance. In

practical onginocring situations, often the solution, or even the problem
itself, nre very unclear and lll-defined. 'iet the engineer must work as

best be can in most curriculums, a student generailv uses only small,
straight-forward textbook problems. The devolopmentd tolerance for
ambiguity is an important need. The use of more complex projects with
various alternative solutions should help the student progress in this
engineering trait, although it is difficult to modify this trait. A

separate experimental program is being pursued to analyze the progress of
students through a 4 year curriculum utilizing large projects. This

program will analyze the development of technical concepts and ambiguity
tolerance.
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at V.V.11. will inivc been oxposud to n Guided

1 similar to the present experimental course format,
I -i -onnnot la 411 rec.tl-y replicated aL

instruments

ut: instrimrsIts usc -: Osgood's 411:111Ljc Differential, Rotter

Internal-External TAI"UE of Control Seale, the Edwards Personal Preicrence
Schedule-achievement scale, the Achievement Anxiety Test and an Engineer-
ing Function Questionnaire cspec ialiv constructed for this study.

The Notter instrument .i.. a 29 item, f- A choice instrument.
scored hv summing the,nuMber of checked external items te give a raw
numerical score for each studeht.(23) Total average values for
pretest and posttest scores could be compared, as well a average

for individuals.

-oup

The EPPS instruliient consisted of a 28 item forced-choice quiz 26) 1

standard scoring key supplied with the instruments was used to acid the
number of n- achievement items checked. An average group score for the

pretest and posttest was then determined.

The AA`]_` instrument was a multiple-choice, 19 item Lest. (21) Nine

items concerned facilitating anxiety, ten items were concerned with

debilitating anxiety. Each item received a value of 1 to 5 for the choice
checked, and was indicative of the apparent anxiety level. The facilitating

and debilitating anxiety scores were summed separately. The change in score
for individuals were then determined, and an average change for the group

calculated.

e

The Osgood's Semantic Differential was a six-scale instrument, two
scales each for 'evaluation,' 'potency' and 'activity' dimensions. The

concepts presented on a seven-point bipolar adjectives scale were 'change,
ainking, engineer, future goal, instruction, peers.' A preliminary study

tI 1970-71-also used the word concepts, 'aspiration, socialization, education,
instructor, achievement, failure or environment.' A score of 1 to 7 was-

given for each of the 6 bipolar adjectives scale as the checked item varied

from negative to positive for a given word concept. Individual and group

concept scores were then compared over the given Lime period. Net raw

scores for all concents.eould also be compared for an:overall indication of

attitude.



The rn..Ineering Ful que aire wa; compc c I Its the author endDr. H. S. Tseng, ColkTe of Education,. West Virginia Univorsity. it_ w :u .1
-item 4) multiple choice questionnaire. The items wore drawn from the

aut..hor's experience and published data on engineers' proceptions. A pre-
iiminLry version of 22 items was distributed to cugineerim'. profosoors nnd
working- professionals for them to complete. Dosed on the analysis or thoir
responses 3 items were dropped and Most of the remianing items were reworded..
This questionnaire wag sent to 20 industrial organizations with proviiens for
3 different practicing engineers to fill out separate- questionnaires. Their,
summative responses formed the basis of the analysis of the st-uckwit responses.
A- -total of 3 5 responses- from practicing engineers were utilized. if-an item
choice received 16 or more responsos, a value of 4 way assigned to that
choice for scoring purpooes,for 11-15 responses a value oC 3 was assigned,
for 6-10 responses a value of 2 was assigned, and a value of 1 was r= gnedif there were 0-5 responses for a given item choice. Net raw scores f
individuals could then be obtained from this key for the questionnaire as awhole. Group scores for specific items could also be analyzed.

Administrati can of Instrument=s

The experimental group completed the Engineering Function Osgood's
Semantic 'Differential, hotter Internal-External Locus of Control and
Edwards PPS-achievement scale on August: 26, 1971. The control industrial
enginuering group completed the instruments EPPS-achievement scale and
Engineering Function during the week of September 6, 1971.

A subsequent pretest to start the second semester completed by the
experimental group on January 5, 1972. The instruments were the Achievement
Anxiety Test and Osgood's Semantic Differential. A ,junior civil engineering
control group completed the instruments on January 6-7, 1972.

All posttests were completed during May 1973. The el erimental group
and civil-engineering control group completed their respective instrumentsthe week of May 1-4, 1972. The industrial engineers completed the instru-
men s over the last two weeks of Hay, 1972'.

A pilot program was accomplished during the academic year 1970-71. T e
Osgo d's Semantic Differential and Achievement Anxiety Test were used. A
civil engineering control class took: the pretest during the 2nd week in
September, 1970 and the posttest during the 2nd week in January, 1971. The
experimental group of chemical engineers took the pretest on September 28,
1970 and the posttest the lost-week of the semester; December 4-8, 1970.

-tics

'hi-square and stat Lstics were utlized. The equivalence of variances
for pretest and posttests were determined by F-tests. '1'hu null hypothesis
about equivalence of scores between groups (and pro vs. posttest) were
checked by t-tet4ts. Chi-squarc was used for chocking differences betwoon
groups (pre vs. post treatment) on Judividuail ACWIS in the Instruments.



RESULTS-

The n-uchieve:L(ht s c UrC:;- Und chani:,e, in

are recorded in Table I. the null hypothasiu exar
(rota:o

,e 1 is us follows:

Ti"ere in no difference in the gain during the academic ear on
EP ' n-aehievement experimentcl Group and they _ontroI croup.

Experimor
Control

Tnhle I
Student Score ; on the .Edun. Personal

-tferenee Scale-Need for tic lievoment

Mean 11 -ach. Score
PreLert Po.21-1

15 lh.n4 1)(
17 16.32 17.75

EPPS-Col. , 16s 760 15. :6

Variance --- 17.1)

Gain

.41

4.6 0.70

The.t-test value is not significant the null hypothesis is not
rejected. The EPPS n- ch. has not been ificantly affected for the
experimental students in their junior year as compared to the control
students.

Semantic Differ -1

The student's percetions of the concept s, change, t 'nking
engineer, future gotq, peers, and instruction were analyzed through
Osgood's 7-scale, 6 bipolar word pairs for changes. in responses as
compared to a civil engineering student croup. Average scores for each
concept are presented below for experimental, control and a reference
group. Encinecring students-have the most positive perceptions for the
concepts "thinking" and "future goal". They are least poditivc towards
"peers".

2.04
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Table II
Student Score for TesLed Concepts

Semantic Differential

00'-'0f1)4'

No. of Yuture

Instruction Pocrr. change Thinking Pninner ;-ot,J

Exporimc'ntol Aug. 71 16 30.3 31.1 31.1 ...)

ExprIT11;1Qntill Jan. 72 16 31.3 29.6 31.0 34.5 31.5 33.5

Experimental V!ly 73 16 313 29.6 32.1 34.2 31-.1 :32.7

Control Scut 70 12 33.0 29.5 32,2 34.7 34.2 36.9

ContrGI jun. 71 12 31.6 27.9 29.9 35.2 32.9

Control Jan. 72 19 311.7 30.0 31,8 36.0 34.5 37.2

Control May 72 19 3.6 29.7 32.0 35.7 34.2 35.5

Reference
. Seniors Jn. 71 9 32.9 31.9 32.7 36.5 35.2 36.8

Exp. Pilot Aug. 70 17 .9 31.0 32. 36.14 33.3 35.0
Exp. Pilot Dec: 70 17 31.0 31.8 30.6 33.14 32.5 33.6

A chi-square analysis was conducted between experimental and control
groups comparing the number of students who changed their perception of
concepts on the semantic differential in a positive or negative direction.
If the score for an individual did -not change, the result vas excluded
from this analysis. The null hypothesis may be stated: "There is no
difference between the experimental and Control groups in the number of
students who changed their perception score on a semantic differential
concept."

Table III,
Chi-Square Values for Number of Changes in Concept Perception Scores*

C011...42MLM Concept

Engineer Instruction Peers Change Thinking Future Goal

(A) 4.20 1.48 0.03 1.06 0 1.63

(n) 0.01 1.36 2.67 0.15 0.15 0.01

(C) 3.47 1.16 0.44(-)0.20 1.41(-) 0.20

X2 (0x= 0.05) . 3.811 (A) Experimental Group Aug 71 Jan 72
x2 = 0.10) = 2.71 Control Croup Sept. 70 - Jan. 71

'(n) Experimental Group .I,an. 72 May. 72
Control Group Jan. 7 - May 72

(C) Pilot Experimental Group Aug, 70 - Dec. 70
Control Group Sept. 70 - Jon. 71

* The experimental groups had more changes in the positive direction
than the control groups, except for the values marked (-) in which more
students changed in positive direction for the control groups.
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The null hypothesis was rejected for comparison (A), "engineers"
concept. At e]ii7,htly lens confidenr.o, at apprcxit:qito]y ;,:; 0.10,
the null hypothcals was rejected for compnrison (13), "reef ''

concept anal
comprison (C:), "engineers" concept. For those comparisons the alternate
hypeLhesis state s: "There is a difference between the experinental und
control groupn in the numbnr of chnnt.,s of perceptins of the concept,
fave)ring more positive changes for the excerimentt!.:1 groups".

From Table II and Table III one should neLe that the seorea recorded
for student perceptions of the selectedconcents generally JEcrased, but
that a general trend was noted for the number of control individual to ht.tve
decreased scores to be greater than the number of experimental group
individuals.

A t-test analysis for the average gain in score over the entire 71-72
academic year between the individuals in exnerimntal groups as compared
to the net change recorded for the individuals in the control groups was
performed. The control group change was estimated by adding the net average
change from the two semesters and using the $811 variance from the smaller
control -croup (Fall 1970), as the variance is larger for that group. F-tests
on differences in variances,were negative.

Table IV
Merin Gain in Score of Individwas in Experimental and
Control Groups on Semantic Differential Concents

Concept Gain
Experimental Control t -test
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Value

Future Goal 0 3.23 -3.18 3.65 2.36
Change 1.0 g.71 -2.29 3.66 2.69
Thinking 0.13 -0.15
Peers -0.63 2.75 -2.03 5.0 (3.84
Engineer -0.38 -1.66 41.0
Instruction 0.19 /1.00 -2.17 2.65 1.92

05)= 2.05

The changes for an academic year were determined for the experimental
group, -1971-72, while the gain for the control group wan v,timated from
1970-71 and 1972.



The null h:/poi,hesis for 'vi' the t,,,mle
ii It is no diFforence the ..-::.1-,e.'imenta7, crou.P and thc, corltrol vrc-uP
in Uho averac,0 ol1;0q70 11; prcepJun of e.:-.nee--1,:ts, future

change 11W.n....i.nr,, peers, enn.--!r, and ir.AnIctAon mensured 1 the
SQM,atie differentf,,al." lit null. was rejected fo),. the chr0,1,,ns
in the percepLion of the cenepts G.e Puture at Li 0.05 level.
The Otornato hypothesis to be 1 is sto,.cd1 "There a differenee
in the estima6 :,.verage clin In in6iv:.61).!-11's poreeption of 71A! ,concept
(Chance, Future Coal) between the oxr.(,,r.hmontal Lnd control (7,VOUD2, with
the o::perimental group aperently having the charge mono poitive."

One use of the semantic differe6tial is to analyze for cross
changes in attitude by taMnir, a totnl snore summed from the responses made
to all concepts. A t-test vvs used to test the null hypothesis:

"There is no difference between the experimental Group and Control
group on change in average total score for all semantic differential
concepts over the 'course of a semester."

Table V
Comparison of Score 1pd from all
Semantic Differential Concepts

-Between E:7.Terimontal and Control Groups

Comparison

MaiTotal Score _Gain

Pretest Posttest Mean S.D. t-test*
Experimental. Group Jan. 72-May 72 191.'8 191.5 -0.3 13.0
Control Group 205.8 201.2 11.7
**Pilot ExperimentalGroup ,

Sept. 70-1)ec. 70 397.1 378.6 -18.5 7.85 t _ 11.o6
Control Group 392 387 -5.3 6.65
Senior (Reference) 202

t(a=0.05) = 2.06

*F -tont for difference in variance of change.= 2.02 (F = 2.72).
a=0.05

** Includes the additional concepts Environmental, instructor, Aspiration,
Achievements, Socialization, Education.

0

The null hypothesis is accepted for the spring semester 71-72, but
Is rejected for the fall semester 70-71. The not scor(77 for all. concepts
decreased more for the experimental group than for the control group in tho
fall semester 70-71.
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Achicv

Both facillia'Ang and dovilitatin anxiety were inVeStirated.
The annVniS of the AT instrumfmt is presented in Table VI. The t-tests

-were used to chock the null hypothenos:

"There is no difference in the change in debilitating anxiety between
the experimental anti groups in the 2nd semester 71-72.

!There Is no difference in the cage in facilitrling anxiety botwern
the expo'imental and control groups in the 2nd semester 71-72."

The t-tests cav,-, values of t less than ta- 0.05 the null hypothesis is

not rejected.

Table VI
Student scores on debilitating anxiety and facilitating anxiety
on the AAT ini7trumont for experimental and control groups, 197171972

Grow)

No. of
Subiects_

Facilitating
Mean

Anxiety
Average (Join

Debilitating Anxiety
Average Gain

Experimental 16 27.0 27.6

(pre) 2.2 3.3 -1.7 3.65

(post) 29.2 25.9
Control 19

(pre) 25.2 +_3.3 27.7 0.1+3.55
(post) 26.4 27.-8

.88

Class 1971 27.3 26.8

Reference
Experimental 18
Pilot
(pre) 26.5 -0.2 4- 4.6 26.4 0.6 l .8

(post) 26.3 27.0

a = 0.16

= 0.10), 1'70)

External-Internal LocupofControl

The experimental group took a pretest-posttest with the Rotter
Internal-External Locus of Control Scale over the aL.-lomic year 1971-72.
The results are presented in Table VII, including a t-tent of the hypothesis:

. "There is no difference in the mean score of individuals between the
protest and posttest."

The hypothesis is not rejected, although a change towards internslination
was noted.
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Group

Tuble VII
Average Score of Experimental Individuals

on Bottr I-E

Mean Ecore t-test

Pretest 0.69 1.04

Posttest 7.00

No Subjects = 13 (One individual's score wan eliminated from inclusion
by knowledco of student's psychological state when taking the posttest

*The larger the numerical value, the greater is the external locus of
control of the respondent.

Eno.ineerinr Function

The final form of the instrument, including the scoring key
developed from practicing engineers' responses, is presented on the
following pages. A comparison of student engineers' and practicing
engineers' responses is given on the succeeding pages.
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tnee.ri

Einal Fon,: !korin,!

lnairo on Eng.; nc:

Please_ rimd the following itom!A carefully, and then ch,_
alternative that you believe would he host.

L

1, As a young engineer with sonic 1-imited experience, your group leedor
gives you the month assignment' would you expect your group leader to;

a. e:,:4 how to iwrform the work in cic tail,
_b. be readily cmailahle when you have dit Cieulty.
e. check your calculations in detail.
d. ignor you for ;while after expl aining your assignMel

2 how would you initially approach a complex design?

Est mate the cost of each component.
Determine the r lot le Importance of each component
in the design.

c. Calculate the size of individual components.
d. Complete thu final appropriate balance (mass, energy,

force).

Which of the following problems hest describes professional problem?

De non-inductive 500 ohm resistor capable of
dissipating 20 kilowatts.

b. Calculate the inductance of a 500 ohm resistor
carrying a load of 20 kilowatts.

c. Determine the circuit with a_ 500 ohm resistance
which can effectively carry 20 kw of steady power.
Develop a theoretical non-inductive 500 ohm resistor
for use in dissipating 20 kw.

4. A friend asks you to specify t1 skills used most widely by engineers
from the following:

/ b.

C.

communications
mathematics
psychology
science

5. As an en,tneering manager, the most important method of operation
this capacity would be;

to req data and Logic for your cho .ec.
to provide reasoned decisions.

to use subordinates wisely and distribute your work to
them.

to check all the -c-)c of subor inates.

0



You arc contemplating a career with a large company. If you expect
to advance to an c,-xecutive positton, the meSt probable s-- ting point,

.

as indicated by present executive backgrounds, is:

laboratory work
,-finance

engineering (desi
sales and marketing

7. The difference between a sc
best as:

and an engineer might be stat

a. an engineer does, a scientist thinks.
b. an engineer is concerned with the macroscopic,

a scientist is concerned With the microscopic.
c. an engineer extrapolates, a scientist deduces.
d. an engineer creates, a scientist examines.

In general, what is industry's attitude towards an educational
leave of absence so you can learn pertinent new material in a
formal study atmosphere?

a. actively encourages one to return to school
/ b. tolerates more formal-schooling

discourages one to return to school
encourages night courses on your
(erred alternative

time as a re-

9. An engineer decides to seek employment with a new company to
further his professional career. He should:

a.. list a specific job objective, technical qualifi-
cations, and a comprehensive personal history.
List all the possible jobs he .might be interested
in and a detailed life history.
list the type of job desired and relevant technical
qualifications.
depict his interest in several jobs and write his
friend(s) in management.

10. A friend asks you to state the ability that is most important to
.industrial professional advancement. It is

dependability
) b. knowledge of _engines ring

use of engineering judgment
willingness to assume extra work load



11. A friend iFlc
the perfOrman

-----
Literaturc3 or exly!riwnt

d. 'ability to. work OR a team

to tntc -ho tra) t tl

a prolossionAt. IL is

a. knowlcedgu of engin ---:ing
b. use of onp,inecrinA eat
c. ability to obtain data and informn ion from the

necessary to

12, A job assignmnl.. just t3Jvc:n to you as a young engineer is "to
provide a control system for the X-Y-Z production line." As more
information is heeded to design the control system, you first:

ask the operating engineer to vary ,:oa& t, ons in
order to-obtain -good reliable data.

b. derive the equations necessary to determine
effect of all parameters.

i c, look at old process operating condition data ta
find a pattern.
talk to the hourly operators.

13. Your first action as a production unit leader might be:

a, to improve efficiency by upgrading operation pre-
cedure based-on the latest engineering analysis

_b. to demand a tight hourly operatio9 schedule for
increased efficiency

c.- to work with the hourly operators to develop
mutual cooperation

d. to_askeyour supervisor-for suggestions on how to
improve the 'process efficiency

14. You- need to prepare a government proposal on a subject on which-
you have little knowledge.- You first learn about the subject,

/ by taking a course in the subject
,4 b. self-study of tuts andarticies

0/' c. by calling others in your company or, institution who
might help direct you -'

d. by relying on your research director give
instruction and texts.

15. In preparing fora plant shut-down for periodic maintenance, your
strategy is:

a.- parts should be replaced only if fooled.
b, parts should be ordered to be replaced as they are

found defective,
. parts should be replaced based on a multi-year

master schedule.
r ct, an analynis shoul(Lho made before shut - clown to

determine n11 possible trouble spots.



16. Further pilot plant data is needed before a ne

be commorcialized. The amount of time that sh

would probably be:

a. 2-3 months
b. 3-6 years
c. 3 months 6 months

1-2 years

chemical product can
id be planned for

17.. An engineer should be able to work b -e4t from a base of:

a. broad technical knowled ge.

b. technical eXpertise in one area.
expertise in an engineering science, such as chemistry.

technology and liberal arts knowledge of a broad charac-

ter.

c.

d.

16

18. A professional engineer should concern himself with a list of consid-

erations Ln the design of a. plant unit. The best list- from the fol-

lowing is:

a. safety, air pollution control, asthetic effects,

economics.
maximum return on investment, society constraints.

return on investment, flexibility of equipment for

the future, safety.
economic efficiency, safety, pollution.

19. Most active engineers stay current by:

taking refresher courses:every-few years.
continuously attending professional meetings.

c, maintain their competence through their work.

independent .study.

1
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Please 7:Q^`) the fOilOWinf; item: carefully, and then check the action
alternative c6;!![ you believe would be best.

l. As a young eR_2ineur with some'limitcd experience, your group loader
0!i! month at=i:d,:inment: would you expect your group leader Vo:

11_

_
.

.

__a. ex7plair how to perform the work-in detail.

_ A b_ be readily available when you have difficulty.
rhcc your calculatons_in.

d. ignore you for awhile after explaining your assignment.

2. now would you initially approach p complex design?

a. Estimate the cost of -ach component.
h. I-Au:mine the relative importance of each component

in the design,
.,:7) C. Calen)ate the s:1;:o of individual components,

d. Complete the finnl appropriate balance (mass, energy,
force).

3. Whiet of the following -problems best describes a professional problem?

Z- 2 a,' Design a non-inductive 500 ohm .resistor capable'of
dissipating 20 kilowatts.

3 b. Calculate the inductance of, a 500 ohm resistory
carrying a load of 20 kilowatts,

c. Determine the circuit ith a 500 ohm resistance
which can effectively carry 20 kw of sNady power.
Develop a the-oral:lea], non-inductive 50t ohmresistor,
for use in dissipating 20 kw,

4. A friend asks you to specify skills used most widely by engineers
from the foliOWing:

A, communications
mathematics

-- -- c. psychology
3. _____-. L.

A
. science

As on engineoring manager, the most important method of operation in
this capacity would be:

-- a. to require data and logic for your choice.
h. to provide reasoned decisions.

to use subordimaes wisely _and distribute your work to
them.

d. to check all the work of subordinates,

.

Thn first column presents results for Chemical Xngineering second_
semester juniors; the 'second column presents results for young practicing
engineers from a variety or industrial and government concerns. A code
has boon established: Al el 80-100% reply on this choice; iLj 50-80%
reply; 2U) 25-50% reply; '05--25% reply; 0-5% reply.
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You are contemplating a career with a large company. 1f you expect
advance to an executive position, the most probable star poin

as indicated by present executive backgrounds, is:

-- a. laboiatery work
1 b. finance

/ c. engineering (design)
sales and marketing9

7 no difference between a scienti9t and - an el neer might be st,
hest as:

an engineer does a'scientist thinks.
an engineer is concerned with the macroscopic,
a scienti st is concerned with the microscopic-.
an engineer extr apol.ates, a scientist deduces.
an engineer crew: a scientist examines.

8. In general, what is industry's attitude towards an educational
leave of absence so you can learn pertinent new material in a
formal study atmosphere?

3
actively encourages one to return school
tolerates more formal schooling

c. discourages one to return to school
d. encourages night courses on your time as a pre-

ferred alternative

9. An engineer decides to seek employment with 4a new corn
further his professional career. He should:

list a specific job objective, technical qualifi-
cations, and a comprehensive personal history.
list all the possible jobs he might be interested
in and a detailed life history.
list the type of job desired and relevant technical
qualifications.
depict his interest in several jobs and write his
friend(s) in management.

10. A friend asks you to state the ability that is most important to
industrial professional advancement. It is

dependability
3 b. knowledge of engineering

of engineering judgment
3 willingness to assume extra work load



il; A friend asks you to state 1hv trait that ia mast t.1
the performance of a professiooal. It ia:

a. knpvicAge of ongiucerilv
use of onginvoring.judiwco

2 c ability to obtain data.tolu infovMat.-.i.00 Limn thy-
literature or c1-7.periMcaL

d. ability to vork on -a- team

12. A job_assignment just given to -ybu n..4 a yooll c 'to
provide acontrol systemfor the X-Y-Z prodac_tion Liw:-" As
information is needed to design the 'control system, first:

a. ask the operatiuT, ongineor to vary co-::ditiora in
order to -obtaingood re I i le Ont.

3 -b, derive -the equatrotas necOssary to dc:torvaine the
effect of all parameters.

c. lOok at old process operating condition data tofind a pattern.

Z. talk to the hourly operator..

13; Your first action as a production unit leader might be:-

,

a. to improve efficiency by ilpgading °perm:ion pro
cedure based on the latest enz.eineeriw; rnInlysis

b. to demand a tight hourly operation s(.11ule for
increased efficiency

c. to-work with the hourly operators to develop
mutual cooperation

_d. to ask your supervisor for suggestions on how to
improve the process efficiency

14. You need to prepare a government proposal on a subject on which
you have little knowledge. You first learn about the subject,

by taking a course in the subject
b. self-study of texts and articles

21, c. by calling others in your company or ru t rtution who
____--

might help direct you
d. by relying on your research director to give.

instruction and texts,

15. In preparing for a plant shut-down for periodic maintenance, yourstrategy is:

3
a. parts should be replaced only if fouled.
b. parts should be ordered to be replaced as they are

found defective,
C. parts should be.roplaced based on a multi-year.---___

master schedule.
d. on analysis should be.-mado before shut-down to

determine. all possible trouble spots.
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16. Further pilot plant data is needed before a new chemical product c.snl.
he commereialiiced. The amount of time that should ho planned for
would probably be:

C

3 a. 2-3 wonths
b. 3-6 years

/ c. 3 months - 6 months
1-2 yoors

17. An enginoor should be nhle to work IF.2at from a 1)4,se of:

p. broad technical knowledRe,
, n b. technical expertise in one area.

, .

,) C. expPrrific In au cv,7111crui:E! ,cumc:., t,nt.li .7.,, chLtottv:A P d. technolon, qnd liberal arts knowledge of n broad charac.-, ,

ter.

18. A professional, engineer should concern himself with a list of consid-
erations in the design of a plant unit. The best list front the fol-
lowing is:

a. safety, air pollution control, esthetic effects,
economics.

b. maximum return on investment, society constraints:
c. return on investment, flexibility of equipment for

the future, safety:

economic efficiency, safety, pollution.

19. Most active engineers stay current by:

. taking refresher courses every few years.
b. continuously attending professional meetings.
e. maintain their competence through their work.
d. independent study.
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Thc For ht;

9, 11, h%d Lho
oncineerS' attitudes. 17 1.:

froN previolu:. plibliched

In Table IX axe the result o';:i the nt,n!,:ic aver;-: Lot:A
a000rding to Lho provio,7,1y deLai'Ld 1..,cy. A 1-Lst oP Yhy d.l_fTroncc
ill L7lin botvccii tho two Froups in includcd, RtA ronnd ho not siniPie.:Int.

Table I>:

Comparison of 0ronp roan TotrL Scores rer Individu.To on the
EnE,InocrinE It 11,,auient

Experimental, Pretest
Experimental, Posttet
Control, Pretest
Control, Posttost

Mean Cain C In S.D, , trot

40.60
43.40
40.67
41.33

2.80

0.66 :1.55

0.80

The individual items were analyzed by chi-sauare stutistics for
differences in number of responses marking the yreforred response valuo
h) and all other responses (value 1-3) for the group comparison:

A) Experimental, Pretest - Posttest
B) Control, Pretest - Posttest
C) Experimental Protest - Control Pretest
D) Experimental Posttest.- Control Posttest

These comparisons are listed in Table X for those changes which were
largest. If a chi-square value is not given for a change for a given item,
the value was not significant and considered negligible.



Table X
Chi4;quare V:an,,f; of CompLrison o[' Pc(..fer an(' lionprefer

Resnenf=-Sclected, T.rtrcc Value )4!sponnes

Crc,op
,,-

- 0.05)

Experlm. Fraent-Posttt h 3.34 (.1.)

Po:it-test, Lager 8 5. 0-) Significant
Value m + 13 1.,

15 0.)19

16 2.40 (-)
Control Pretost-_

Posttest , Larger 13 2.40 (4-)

Value +) 15 5.62 (-) ign1
16 1.66 ( +)

Experim. Posttest
Control Posttest
(Experim., Larger 8.88 (+) Significant
Value = + ) 8 8.,88 (+) Significant

15 1.29 (+)
16 o.68 (-)

Experim. Pretest -
Pretest 4 0.68 (-0.Control

(Experim., Larger 8 0.12 (+)
Value = + ) 13 0.55 (+)

15 2.25 (-)
16 3.97 (-) Signi. nt,

An interesting comparison is how individuals with external or internal
locus of control in the experimental group fared or engineering function
attitudes. Taking a cut-off of ICEC score = 7, a comparison was made between
external and internal. individuals for final mean value on the engineering
function and mean gain for individuals.

Table XI
Control of Meet Final Score,. Engineering Function and !eon Gain,
Engineering Function as a Function of Locus of Control

No. of
filL1-2en Locus of Con.r

External

6

Mean_

145.3 6.9

Internal 40.5. 4.5

t7te,. Gain S.

1 3145
5.5 1.3

1.055
1.0 6.7

(x = 0.20) (a =0.32)

The experimental program has tendency to help ext_rnal individua
achieve greater insight into the attitudes of Irof sional engineers.



Dl-CUSSi )E RESULTS

A restriction In this study was the cons- reined choice of groupe(Type
I error) and the limited number of subjects. However, within this lieitel
several significant results were ebt c ned, ,nncl f ;en= rally positive trends I
the experimental group were noted es comp creel to the treads in the control

117).

This pione ring effort of a longitudinal study of von ei)les in the
affective domain has also demonstrated some important dlerneteristice
engineering students. The EPPS n -ueh mean score is not significantly differ-
ent from that of all college melee (norm provided by the publisher ci EPPS).
Upper level engineering sutdents perceptions of concepts (instruction., peers,
thinking, engineer, future goal, and change) as measured by an Osgood'e
Semantic Differential, tend to remain fairly constant or perhaps more
ti_ons become negative than become pos_tive.

or Achi-evement

The EPPS instrument: chosen for measuring n-ach has been shown to include
items measuring intrinsic need for achievement and fear of-failure Co

(approximately equal weight.-97 ,) , i.e. fear of failure at assigned tasks is
measured as well as the inner drive to be successful in a task. There has
been little correlation with the EPPS instrument with indirect or projeceive
measurement of n-ach. In fact, the observed tendency of persons having high
EPPS n-ach scores to avoid immediate risk is as i tbev were in fact more
strongly motivated to avoid failure than achieve. (27) This finding appears
to agree with the facts that (i) the experimental group had a decrease in
debilitationg anxiety (D.A.), while the control group had a negligibly smell
change in D.A. and(ii) the EPPS n-ach mean score for the control group was
larger than that of the experimental group, but. were non-significant. The
only conclusion that should be made is that engineering students have approx-
imately the same mixture of need-for-achievement and fear-of-failure as do
most college males.

Semantic Diff i%riti 1

From Table II we note that engineering students do have some feelings
about concepts that have been traditionally assigned to them. They are most
positive about "thinking" and task-oriented "future goal" and least positive
about "peers", probably due to a lesser degree of affiliation motivation.

The number of negative changes in perception of concepts was 5 gnif-
icantly greater for the control group for "engineer", while the net average
gain for the concepts, "future goal" and [Mange" were significantly greater
for the experimental group at-- =o.05 and the concept "instruction" was
greater for the experimental group cat eo.07. In general the control group
had negative changes in concept perceptions, while the experimental group
had a relatively constant perception caf concepts relative to engineering
and engineering settings.



Previous studies have concentrated on finding correlations betwocn
student personality patterns and the Semantic Differontial.28) It
would seem that Lho moaning of: the measured coneopta either increased in
clarity or remained clearer in the students' minds in the experimental.
group as compared to the control group. ft can lie coniecturod that the
experimental course provided greater insight into concepts during a
stressful Lime in their collegiate careers.- However, it is difficult to
interpot the results, in light of the possible uncortatnity of meaning
being measured by the semantic difforontial.(-9) Thu present author nreQs
with this latter idea on the uncortainity of the meaning being measured,
especially In Light of the coutrdietory results of the pilot program.

The pilot program was conducted the previous year during the fall
semester. For the basic concepts used in the research program, little
difference was noted between the experimental and control groups (Table
III). However, with the six additional concepts tested in the pilot
study, the changes were more negative for the experimental group than
the control group. A net 'summed' score for all concepts was obtained.
for each group, and can be used to obtain a qualitative sense of the
positive or negative state of the groups at the time of the testing. As
the pilot program had a significant decrease in the summed score for the
experimental group as compared' to the control group, the experimental group
might be supposed to have changed negatively. As the posttests were taken
at different times for the two groups, the experimental group may have been
begative because of impending pressure of final eams. In addition the
workload for that semester was particularly high compared to other semesters,
and this may have caused negative feelings. It would seem important to
remember thsis difference in posttests, and not attach particular reference
to a statement about the experimental course.

Achievement Anxiety Test

Both the experimental and control groups gained in facilitating anxiety
over the course of the academic year. There was no significant difference,
although the gain was larger for the experimental group. At v =0.16, it
was shown that the debilitating anxiety decreased for the experimental group
as compared to the mean for the control group.

It has keen found that the AAT strongly correlates with academic
performance. -21) A negative correlation exists f©r debilitating anxiety,
while a positive correlation exists for facilitating anxiety. Most other
anxiety measures do not show such correlations.(30) Using these measures,
it was found that there was some effect between anxiety and success with
programmed learnin vid between anxiety and level of intellectual ability.
The work- by Denny(-I) showed that highly intelligent students performed
better and less intelligent students performed porrer if the students were
higilly anxious as compared to students with less anxiety but the same abilities.
In general the results for programmed learning have been inconclusive, and
one can state that it appears both high and low anxiety students learn equally
well form programmed material. This is an important point as programmed
learning is the major Method of content knowledgeacquistion in the
experimental course.



Thu present rcsults and discussion agree with thu argument that the
testing procedure, using multiple tests alter ascertained plepnratien en
homework problems, will reduce undue test-taking anxiety and i nerease
performance. The resuliv are rather remarkable t7hen one coin,-..iihrs the
limited sample sixo and that this is only one course out -of five or six
takun by the junior students.

Internnl-TExternniLocusoT Control

There was a definite shift toward the internal direction for the exper-
imental group, although not a significant increase at the 0.05 level. These
results are in the same direction as the :i.gnifi.canL difference found for
at freshman Guided Design course (Tseng and \Mies; 16). The students control
much of the environment in the course, ns they help choose a test time, and
they were in charge of the designs with a fair degree of freedom as to the
type of answers. Thus during class tin?. they were expected to perform
elasswork, but at their own leisure and pace. The change in the internal
direeLion would therefore seem likely. Guided Design courses appear to
increase the dosireable trait of internalization of locus of control. This
trait is desireable as internals are more cooperative, self-re1Innt, courteous,
and have a greater work knowledge and tolerance for work load.(2-1

nitieerini Function

There was an overall increase in the understan:;iig of the functioning
of engineers by junior level students, but the increase -as not significant
(Table IX). Partly this is due to the fact that many ot the attributes of
the method of operation of engineers is already understood by the uni.or
students (in both the experimental and control groups).

The instrument developed in this study was a good one, but further
refinement would provide for an excellent general questionnaire on the
professional attitudes of engineers. In addition to the items 9, 11, 17,
and 19 discussed in the Results, items 15 and 18 would require improved item
statements. Two items, 6 and 8, were primarily investigating industry
attitudes. A questionnaire on Professional Attitudes-of strong validity
that could be utilized at present is one composed of items 1,2,3,4,5,7,10,
12,13,14, and 15.

In examining Table X, one concludes that the experimental gi-oup made
significant strides compared to the control group on (Item 4) understanding
the ivprotance of communication as compared Co science and mathematics, and
on (Item 8) knowledge of industry's attitude about continuing- education.
These results can be attributed 10 the emphasis made in the experimental
Guided Design course on written reports and group discussions in connection
with engineering design. This emphasis is lacking in traditional engineering
courses. Conversely, on Item 15 the industrial engineering control students
initially had an excellent knowledge of strategy to use in maintenance and
shut-down but lost it over the course of the year. A manifestation of time
of. -presentation of procedures and practice in maintenance and scheduling is
the most likely explanation of this result. Industrial engineering
emphasizes this aspect of engineering i.r their curriculm, while i,t is usually
ignored in chemical engineering.



An a.nterc. ting comparison en professional .Ninetjonil of englne
betwucn external and intornal students was obtained in Table Xl. A large
gain in knowledge of engineering functioning WIttl obtained tr, external
students. It would appear that the group dynamics of the Guidud Design
course cacourrfges these students to learn the profossional rata ompha-
sized in the course.

The presont analysis is coricc!rned tvitlr measuring a trai ilch -n tains
both the cognitive and affective deowins. Previous work with courses
utilizing programmed instruction has assumed programmed instruction tcle
indopondent thi-king and judgement. (32)33) Mixed results have been obtained.
The present course assumes that the best results are obtained in the formal-
ixed training through design projects. The attitudes of students towat
an approach to complex problems requires a significant length of time.
A portion of the attitudes can be measured by questionnaire, and these
attitudes have been tapped by the present instrument. The fact that a single
experimental course caused increased gains in a positive direction in these
traits is highly encouraging.

General

It is important to note that the experimental group had significant
differences in gains, or at least gains in the preferred direction, in the
four .feetiv'e areas examined: Perception of Concepts (Osgood's Semantic
Differential), Internal-External Locus of Control, Debilitating and Facili-
tating Anxiety, and Understanding of the Functioning of an Engineer.
As noted previously, the results on Need for Achievement are ambiguous,
because of the inappropriateness of the instrument. Previous work has
indicated subjectively the same or qightly improved knowledge in
content and the cognitive domain.(12) Such positive results lead a
pragmatist to say, "This Guided Design course looks good; let's keep
developing it as it appears to offer considerable improvement in dealing
with the modification of certain affective characteristics of engineering
students."
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Gt7NCl,USIONS AND RECOMMENTIONS

Improtant significant di erences in the preferred direction were noted
for the experimental. group u; compared to the control groups with respect (0
(i) perception of the concepts "engineer", "future goal", and "change" at,.-0.05-
and "instruction" at 's,-,0.07, (ii) change in debilitnting anxiety ntiX--0.16, and
(iii) change in student perception of the importance of communications as
compared to math and science at,-0.05. Ghonges in the preferred direction
were also noted to be greater for the experimental group on other semantic
differential concepts, facilitating anxiety, and understanding of the functi n-
ing of engineering in general. The experimental group also tended to become
more internalized. The sum of these results may be interpeted that the
experimental Guided Design course does positively influence students in the
affective domain and should he =considered as an improvement in course design.

Continuing effort should be made on substan ating or finding significant
results for the noted trends. In particular, it is recommended that further
work be performed with

(i ) Achievement Anxiety. It appears that student anxiety can be changed,
and thus academic performance can he improved by the correct test
procedures. -Substaniated results would be very noteworthy for
educational design.

(ii) Internal-External Locus of Control. As students improve their
concept of self-determination, more productive engineers and students
would be trained. The idea of a course design enhancing this trait
is important to education.

(iii) Professional Attitudes. Documentation of improved results in
creating a professional attitude in students is very important,
as this is one of the chief goals of Guided Design philosophy. In
particular it would be important to test these changes over 4
years of college.

These recommendations are already being partially implemented in
subsequent studies by the author on I.C.E.G. and Professional Attitudes.
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Appendix

Course Structure tind other Descriptive MaLorl:Ils of Coim.:e

COURSE STRUCTURE

Ch. 142 mY.1-,quim r..5

Preface:

This course will be a semi-E .:::ourse of a problem-ortented

nature. The text vill be "Pr)grammed Thrxm7,dynamice", which I designed

for i2ur Participatin in learning and studying the material in this

course. Explanations and definitic:ns of c,i1cepts are clearly presented

in detail in the text; therf,7:re. almotiet no time will he spent in class

lecturing on those points. Instead, tha)%odynamie desgn problems will

be solved during class as the m3at efficient utiliztion of time to help

you learn this w6t important sk1i.

There will be five se-tons of the course. A seztion problem sot

will he due befoa you are allowed t, take the correspnnding exam. The

exam should be taken at a mutually designated time any time up to the

section deadline (se,e attached course seation timetable). Iftminally the

ex. is 6-zhedulad ii an tour; however, cgtra time will be available if

you so desire. Exams w..1 reclure th;l-use f deign prinof.plzs.

This course will use many problems f.i;cm Physical Chemistry, afyther

directly or modified, to show the relatienship between Engineering Therm

dynamics and abutrinal Therlmx!,ynamics. The two are obyiusly w.,ry similar
in structure; howver, engineers emphasize flow (cpen ) systems and use

material, property diagrams much more extensively than the chemist. Hope-

fully, a greater appreciation of this relatinship will all f(rr mutual

reinforcement and enhancement of your perEyem,ince in both chemleat eugi-

flooring and chemistry.

`3(
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The ampho,As on deaiRn. pi..,b1c,m,.3 in t3 t.-,Ltrds

bC. oming a ç ,',"):=1:( 071emial, engino-r, The jh i t to

distinguish;.ftg mark no eng:.n,-a: Li-.

of equipment s..;_ze; in i L broaa c,o.ext, iC the of a no.oi

solution to g.iven peslhlevi by the opi.A:atiou ,.$4 al1 . the appTprihtc

far:ts Er:im the mbrT 6ota

Organizati,.1n:

An: ouCl:!'ne tric :.curse s pventoi:L (Td.ht.:=, I) to :ri i-at ti purg-

ress shyild be trpairrg in thizi 1r ac..tual mrlt of the

cont,-4t vii. be learned by y.:u thrcugh eeli-atudy of tbe text. There

will be little pressure 17r.j7 class pr4paratir,n on a day-to-day basis; you

must use self-ii,iseipTin in rde: t smoeed In this c3urse. The object

of this daferantly paled .--ouxse is to tsah tMnking arv=i, design skills in

Therttodynams, and in thi pv.7.eees, l%cn Tfl.l :rntent noterial.

Thus, the will h4:= divided into deign grovps e,f 4-45 people, Who

will then work together on dssignd taaks T1-. r job is to

encourage and, gulde vou thr,lruth the self-lrnng process of perffarming

a deign task. I will b etv-allab for cJolits.tl ii I am free sec

my card at my. oftic.a, Room 417). Plea2c 6o D-20, free in on me,

whether to chedk on t1' d.2.1gu pr31lems in the Prgr:,1m.-xviA Text o..c on tba

problem seL8.

The gra,ang of c.,:ymse will be somehat di:femnt Von you may

have encountered previously. I wid expeot that most studnts who pro-

ceed on time cun obtain a B; in portieular, ft' problem sets should be

done and redone (based on my dire,Itod gulslanc) uTItily;:u have euvreztly

submitted tbo pTchiews. Ths pro...en. that v'Al, be used Olre outlined

In the following.
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Gradinp.:

There will be _wo typt;aof problems on the blmework -- standard problems

involving the mare simple intellectual sRills mid asterisk problem involving

more of the higher level intellectual modes.

Thif, exams will be divided into two parts, a standard exam and a perform-

once exam. Thee twc part re5pectively, to the standard preh

lema and the aster1.Aides:41n prab1.rn. The standard exam will only be

graded compl.et== or ::_rc:.ompte. It will be patterned after the self-quiz

questions and aaato,,rs at the conclusion of each chapter in the text. The

perfcrmance exam will be grsded two ways -- completed number of problems

and performance points which will include partial credit. A typical ques-

tion might be to list the important considerations in a design similar to

that done in class.

The grade criteria necessary to guarantee one's grade is as follms:

Table I

Criteria. Grade

1. All standard pm7olems -ani standard exams completed. C

2. Criteria 1 completion of 3 asterisk problems section

(Total = 15) and 3 pmblems on tSe pert exam

completed. Active participation: in the design projects

is required.

3. Criteria 2 300 performance points. Asterisk. problems

completed over and above criteria 2 will be worth 3

performance points each. Credit will be given to the

group members for the design project (60 points available).

A

4. Standards not met (completed). F
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"Completin" of a )1. Iem meavrs th t the problem was done in a correct

manner. Thr-re are ab-ut 80 standard problem: and 45 asterisk problems

the cou struut.A__.

Exams will be open hook. There will generally be 2-4 standar

probl - and 1-3 p -fermanc:e problems on the exam. The number of perform-

ance points will vary a: :cording to the listings in the course sr h dile

(total = 400). Extra time is available for this exam. A typical good

performin::e exam scare will be 60-707.

Problems may be subfluitted as often as desired until the problem is

"completed", c -x ept for deadline provisions: If the initial submittal

of a problem occurs after the deadline, it will be graded only once.

Initial problem submittal should include evidence of effort expended on

the problem. Resubaiittal of a problem mast include the original problem

and instr -tor comments. An asterisk problem may be substituted for a

standard problem. Half- credit for performance points will be awarded on

initial submittal of an asterisk problem, if deserved.

In order to take the exam, all standard problems for that section

must be compiete.d. Standard exams may be retaken until passed, at your

direction, after a three day wait. A'second performance exam part may

be taken each section; the highest sc t.'e will be the score used in

the final evaluation. If the exam is initially taken after the deadline

date, only 2/3 credit will -be given. This implies the- necessity of the

completion of one more standard exam problem.

If anyone cannot meet standards because of deadline dates come

to see me to work out special arrangements /assignments.

If anyone is sick or =has specific problems, special time extensions

are available.



Table auxsrl! :1.,111 Outline

Section

(ExAm Points)

-.I- Chapter 1-3 (50)

fl Chapter 4-6 (I00)

III Chapter 7-9 (50)

IV Chapter 10-12 (100)

V Physica1 Equillbrium,

Hand- ots
(100)

Deadline
End of Cl.%ss
Design and
ProLic-a: Set

Sept. 8 Sept. 18

Oct. 4 Oct. 18

0.2t. 20 Oct. 27

Nov. 12 Nov. 20

Dec. 8 Dez. 17

The standard e:s7am must be
passed before the perormanee
exam may be taken in a given.
section.
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You may proceed ahead on the problem sets and exams as fast as desired;

in fact, you are enbuTaged to finish early If possible. Once you have

finished al se:.-tion exams, ccuEse attendance is no longer mandatory. You

are still free to retake any exam, hcwe-i.er. The final exam period will be

available for anyone that desires to take an eAam.Lnatien.

A good referen...:c text far Physical an EquilibrIum is K. G.

Denbigh, the Cambridge PrF..s, of Chemical ETalibrium". Prob-

lem solving can be aidLd by the ileket book, R. J. Beaman and B. Chu,

Addison-Wesley, Problems in em.1cal Therm14n;ISos.
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11,SE STEUCTURE

14 --Kinetics

StucLuro:

There will be homework assi,gninents made at least once a week. They will
be graded and then discussed during the _ e t period or two. Two design
reports will be completed during the course of the semester.

There will be two types of exams given; one type is a Problem Exam and
the other type will be a Design Exam. The Problem Exam will contain three
problems of the minimum standard problems that must be accomplished success-
fully, and one more difficult, challenging problem. The Design Exams will
rcquie the use of design principles in a new situation, and may br. based in
part on the above-mentioned design reports.

Course Grading:

Homework.

Design Reports

Problem Exams

Design Exams

ed_by Instructor- Expected -IL

Standard Problems 50% //

Performance Problems

Each problem will be graded
on 0, 1/2, 1 scale only)

#-Student will redo new problem set until this level reached.

,e1 for Grade
A

50%50%

50 %(avg) 50 %(avg

Acceptable Acceptable Honors

Student will redo reports until acceptable.

60% # 80%* 80%

/ / -Each exam section must he retaken until 60% scored.

* - Exam may be retaken once to improve score if passed
initially. If failed initially, a grade of 60% is entered upon
passing, unless a second grade greater than 80% is obtained, in
which case the latterscore is entered.

Minimum Minimum Honors (a-

Content Materials:
Chemical Equilibrium, Author, WVU Faculty
PLCRE (Programmed Learning Chemical Reaction Engineering), R.S. Fogier,

University of Michigan



To Junio-r Ch. E. Students
From: Dr. John T. Sears

Thermodynamics and Kinetics

As a teacher, I would like to see you depart from this course with some
very real gains in your educational. development.- These developmental goals
can be listed and explained in the following-three educational goals:

1. To provide material. which makes it-possible for each student-to
demonstrate that he can recall, manipulate, translate, interpet,
predict and choose the appropriate Thermodynamic o Kinetic concept'
in problem solving.

-These six intellectual skills are the necessary frame o
you to solve a given problem. Recall is the most basic, and it is the one
which you are most familiar. Manipulation of equations, extrapolation of
curves are specific examples of these skills. The specific skills and concepts
you should learn in this course are listed at the end of the chapters in the
text. The standard problems and exams explained in the accompanying course
description are given so you can practice to perfection these intellectual-skills.

in order for
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2. To provide course work which demonstrates what chemical engineers'
do and to provide practice, and to demonstrate how he can interact
to provide a better society go people can live better lives.

The choice of design problems and/or consideration of social constraints
was made to remind you of this important criterion if we are to provide a happier,
more tolerant world for ourselves and our children.

3. To provide experience in the primary function of a college education:
fora student to think for himself logically, to learn to gather
for himself all necessary information, communicate ideas and use
the three intellectual modes of analysis, synthesis and evaluation.

The use of design problems, and multi-skilled problems requiring the use
of the intellectual modes, described as performance and asterick problems, are
included in this course to enhance your intellectual achievement through
the use-of the three intellectual modes. Although not emphasized in this course,
I. feel that clear, concise communication of well-thought ideas is one of the
best examples 'of the use of intellectual modes in an open-ended problem.

The third goal was listed last because it is the most important goal.
The intellectual skills are needed in order to operate in an intellectual
mode, but is is these latter abilities which mostly determine your future
success. The intellectual abilities stay with you when the transitory
knowledge fades. "Education is what is left after you have forgotten the facts'.'
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A!pendix II
Examples of

Student Design Report and a Guided Do,-1 ,1 Project

Guided Design Project on Relative Volatility in Physical Equi 1 ri- il

Pg. 39-43

Student Design Report on Project to Evalugte a Solar ne y Plant
Pg. 44-62



ville Petroleum Company
Madison, Pennsylvania

Present:

Jerry Alles, Light Hydrocarl-n Section Chief
Jim Newman, Trainee Engineer Assigned Sec on
Samuel 04 Shelimer, Dusign

Taped Notes
June 16, 1972
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ry: Jim, you asked yesterday whether you might discuss t=he separation unitof the Ally]. Alcohol Process.

Jim: Yes, there seems to be something smthsint the driers. They haven't
reqUired any regeneration switch in 9 months, although Sam says they
were designed for interchange about every month. I'd like to get in
there next shut-down and see what's wrong.

Jerry: Before we do that step, let's analyze the system thoroughly. It's pr
expensive to tear into a unit.

Now, I need some refreshers. What does the flowsheet of this unitlook like? Sam I asked you to he here since-youhelped design thisunit. Would you explain the details?

Sam: -Here's the simplified flowsheet. The propane and purified ehloro-.
propane mixture is flashed to get dupropanized chloro-propane. Thisis sent. to a dehydrogenation and then propyl alcohol reactor to preparethe alcohol for sale.

Since hydrocarbon and chlorine storage accumulates water from air,leaks, etc., the driers were added to remove this dissolved water sincethe dehydrogenation catalyst is very water sensitive. The driers
adsorb 1120 in the molecular-sieve packed bed. One drier is regenerated,
while the other becomes, saturated with 1120. When this happens, the
valving is switched so the-regenerated bed is now used to adsorb the
water. This can be accomplished and still maintain a continuous flowsystem.

Jerry: HOW much water is dissolved in the storage tanks anyway? Maybe thnot enough water to worry about.

Sam: No, if equilibrium is reached, the solubility limits are 100 ppm
for air at 100% humidity water vapor 25°C.
about 20 ppm (va).

Jerry: Is equilibrium reached?

Chlorine usually has

Jim: Not quite, tests rom the storage t T the last three clays have show58 ppm, 62 ppm, 6 ppm. The -chlo contained the 20 ppm.
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That's high enough. Probably it is Just an indication of the normal
relative humidity in air.

Jim: What happens to the catalyst if there's too much water? Could the
molecular sieves be inadequate, but
important?

ffectof water isn't that

SEM: No, if the water limits are e;:.; ceded by much, the catalyst becomes
poisoned as the 1120 is prefer, entielly adsorbed and the conversion of
chloro-propane- to chloro--propene drops from 99% efficiency to about
50% efficiency in a matter of 'thlys,

Jerry: Well, it appears something is funny. It should be looked into, although
it is not critical since-the system has been -on7strenm and operating
very well for these 9 months since startup. I. don't like opening up
the driers and hope t isn't required. Jim, why don't you check the
design calculations and then recommend a course _of action.
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ALLYL ALCOHOL

C1ILORINA`TION- SLPARA'TION UNIT

Schemeatic Flows et

Other Units

99m% =1

Separation
listillat on

Compro

Liquid
Return

s or
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10 atm
Chlorine
(with 1170

impurity)
47,800 lb /d,ay

UltravioIct-Light
Liquid Chlorinat to
Reactor

15°C
8 atm

Liquid

Cond Isar

Cooling
Fluid

88m% C3H7C1
6m% C12
6m% C3118

Liquid

lirIndirect

icating

T m 103°C
P = 8 atm

opane
MOO
lb/day

Vapor .Recycle
Flash

Separation

T = 31."C

P Pe..1 atm
Hydrocarbon

Storage

96m%
C=C11-C11 OH

-2

C4,8 Hydrocarbons
To Gasoline Unit

Liquid 97.8m C

Molecular Sieve
Driers

-Ally1 Alcohol
Reactor

\\
Separation

Dehydrogenation Row.,



INFORMATION DETAIL
Allyi Alcohol chiorination Separation Unit

e Driers

Each, 100 lb. 1120 adsorption capacity

T = 31°C

Flash Separation Unit

Major Constituents, Liquid Product

97,8m% C3117C1

lm% C311

1.2m% Cl2

Chlorination Reactor HCl - Vapor Overhead Stream

Distillation Feed 80m% HC1

Cl2,

Product 99m% HC1-

Cl-2- C -- _mpurities
' -3H-8'

Chlorination Reactor:

Reaction. Cl
8

impurities

Deyhdrogenation Reactor

Reaction, Using Catalyst "A":

C 01 CH - CH2C1 1 2

Ally' Alcohol Reaction

(Only reaction to be considered)-

Reaction, Using Catalyst "B"

250 °C
C
2
H t. CH - CH.-2 C1 H-------- H = CH - C120H 11C11.
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SOLAR ENERGY PACKET

6#tmltted FIE Corporation
Morgantown W.Va.

by- Monchese n or Co.
West Virginia University
Morgantown,



Abstract

Investig ating the feasibility of developing

individual power packs, capable of delivering 20

kilowatts over an eight hour period in the desert

rag_ Nevada, using solar energy, it has been

found that such a power pack can.be built, employing

a parabolic mirror assembly and'a black body heat

exchanger in conjunction with a small turbine and

other supporting equipment, as described here

After consideration of various heat transfer flUids

for use in the syste-- the fluorocarbon, dicloro-

diflUolom-thanel (produced by E.I. DuPont & Co. un-

der the registered trade nape Freon 12) was adopted

for the power pack. Total plant efficiency for the

proposed system is low and has been approximated at

7:

1i5
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Oblectives

The basic objective of this report i
,

outline the flow system f the proposed power pack;

that is to explain why this system has been adopt-

ed in preference to other systems and what consid-

erations. have been selectively included in'the bas-

ic,'design.
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Several ccnsideratins.have been made in the

selection of a heat transfer fluid. The mos

portant of these include its heat capacity over the

-temperatures used, the relative size of it- enthalpy

dome, its characteristic vapor pressure at the up-

per temperature, and its critical temperature and

pressure. TheSe factors will be discussed in some

detail: however, various considerations of lesser

importance such as toxicity, cost, relative aVall:

ability, chemical stability, and general handling

problems of the selected fluid were applicable, but

will not be documented here,

The heat capacity of the fluid has been con-

sidered in an.attempt to optimize two effects. If

the heat capacity is large, the efficiency of the

plant will be lower' however, if the heat capacity

is small, the increased bulk of the equipment used

in the-process will proportionally dilate -the -ini-

tial construction costs.

The-relative size of the enthalpy dome is

pertinent because in the liquid gas system the

fluid must be condensed. If the enthalpy dome is

wide in this region, a great deal of work will be

expended removing this heat which here again will

out down plant efficiency. In an attempt to avoid

this, it-has been elected o operate close to the

critical point where the dome is at a minimum width.



The _t ~trine is more A fieient at higher

pressure and since the fluid enters the turbine un-

dor its own vapor pressure, it vas desirable that

the fluid must have a reasonably high vapor pressure.

The most important fluids considered for the

system are the followings ammoni 1 carbon disulfide,

Freon 11, Freon 12, Freon 13, Genetron 21, Freon 114,

and water. After a review of all available data,

with respect to the various .cans aerations describ-

ed above, it was decided that Freon 12 (dichiprodi-

fluoromethane) would best suit the needs oipp this

system.
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Results

The proposed flow system that ha; been de-

Veloped Is one that contains a compressor, a reflec-

tor unit, a small turbine unit, and a blower heat

exchanger. The electrical power will be stored by

a nickel - cadmium battery system. The calculated

efficiency of the plant process was 7.5%. The re-

sults of the design for the greatest efficiencies

of each stage were as follows.

Based on a 85% compressor efficiency, the

work calculated when lib. of Freon 12 at a tempe__a_-

ture of 100 F is is compressed from 140 lb/in to

a pressure of 500 lb /in--
2

is 1.00 BTU/lb. Using a

120 lb cycle operation system and a cycle rate of

1 cycle/min for a 10 hour day - the total work

done by the compressor is 72,000 BTU/day.

The heat added in faising the Freon-to 5

280 F by the sun reflector is 120 BTU/lb or the

total heat added for a 120 lb operation is 8,640,000

BTU day, assuming the mirror system to be 90% effi-

cient.

The efficiency of the turbine and the ex-

changer together wilibe taken to be 75 %. The heated

Freon is fed to the turbine where it is expanded to

a pressure of 144.1b/in
2
at a temperature of 150 F.

The work obtained from this expansion is 9 BTU/lb.

and the 10 hour total work is 6480000 BTU.

The Freon enters, the heat exchanger at 140 F

and at a pressure of 144 lb /i 2 The heat removed

50
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7v
by the air fax -y-tem 100 B b and the total

heat removal f-r 10 hours 7,200,000 BTUAlaY.
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Discu on

In drafting the design of a power plant

which is to operate on solar energy, the.energy of

the sun's rays is concentrated using parabolic mir-

rors in coordination with a black body heat exchang-

er. During a ten hour operation day, 160 KWH of

power is stored employing a fickle - cadmium bat-

tery system. Due to the size and cost differences,

this system was selected in deference to:a proposed

capacitor system. Following analysis of the intrin-

sic seasonal disparities in the available solar en-

orgy, an average energy maximum and minimum of

1800 BTU/ft2 and 891 BTU/ft2 respectively were de-

termined for the system in the arid Nevada region.

The plant is designed to operate as specified at

the minimum radiation leVel. This implies that

during the summer months of maximum radiation, a

sufficient excess of power is produced such that

either the daily operation could be curtailed after

about five hours or the excess could be stored in

a specifically adapted secondary battery system,

allowing subsequent withdrawal on days of uncommon-

ly lower solar radiation.

The system incorporates an adiabatic tur-

bine as well as a compressor system and two isobar-

ic heat exchangers. One of the heat exchangers is

heated by the sun and the second is cooled by a

blower fan type mechani#3m, using air as the second



fluid, Thus heat is expelled into the atmosphere.

To produce the amount of electricity requi

ed a direct current generator used, beca e if

an alternating current generator is employed a rec-

tifying system would have to be purchased in order

to store the electricity in the batteries. For 160

KWH of electricity to be generated, 561 cycles of

the system is required daily, with one pound mole

of Freon 12 in each cycle. Employing a 600.cycle

per day or one pound mole per minute use of Freon 12,

the work day was designated at ten hours, and the

excess power produced being used to operate t- e fan

mechanism, the liquid Freon pump, and various other

electrical requirements. of'the plant,

The possible source of errors countered

in the designing may beiivassumed.efficiencies of

the components of the system, although these effi-

ciencies were assumed lower than the normal values

to allow for such possible errors. it was also

assumed that the electricity to run the secondary

heat exchanger fan was small compared to a conven-

tional refrigeration system, and the work required

to operate such a system.



er plant

Conclusion

onclud d from this design that a pow-

produce electricity from solar energy.

The design has no raw -ateri 18 except air and the

Freon 12, a and is very stable and has a long life s

The heat exchanger has no costly refrigeration sys-

tem which would increase the initial cost of the

plant, and little maintainance cost for the system.

The design allows for weather factors and is self-

sustaining. Thus, the design proposed meets thw

specifications required. filer more accurate data,

a pilot plant should be constructed to supply such

desired nformation.
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RECOMENDATIONS

It is the opinion o that,while the pro-

posed plant will provide the power specified is not

an efficient method of producing that power as compared

with other sources of power in the area. It is felt that

the initial costs would be so great and the efficiency

so low (less than 10%) in conjuntion with the possible

technical difficulties having to with several assumtions

and estimations that were made in the dsign that before

any action is takenlinthe eventuality that such a plant

is built, further studies be made. The major areas of

this study should include,total energy availab&e from

the sun, the use of an air heat exchanger and the fluid

used in this process.
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Samples of the Instruments s
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Rotter's External-internal Locus of Control

- _

Edward's Personal Preference Scehedule Need for Achievement
Is copyrighted and Published ,



DIRECTI

Certain ideas mean different things different people. This scale

consists of six concepts (ahange, thinking, engineering, future goal, instruction,

and peers). Think of-each concept as a cont lUual runni

word to its opposite There a

from one descriptive

descriptions to be 1_ de for each concept.

Please indicate what these concepts mean t© you by placing an X in the box

of the continuum which most closely resembles the e ing of the concepts to

you If you feel. that the concept is closely related to either end of the

continuum, place the X in the box on the appropri rte end. Moving the X toward

the middle box indicates that the concept you are rating-is less related to

one-of the descriptive the ends and going in the neutral direction.

An X in the middle box would, therefore, indicate that the concept. is neutral
or equally related to each of the descriptive words.

Please check -allthe items and give your first'impr_ sion as soon as you

are sure you understand the description of the concept.-

EXAMPLE

Fair

Father-

Unfair



bad

colorful

dnsucces ful

weak

wise

hard

,colorless

unimportant

good

active

fast

strong

weak

calm

important

kind

foolish

active

Future Gond

%)od

colorless

successful

strong

foolish

Ins

Peers

nz

soft

colorful

important

bad

passive

Slow

k

strong

excltab li

unimport_

cruel

wise

passi



important

bad

ugly

active

slow.

strong

Change

Thinking

unimportant

good

beautiful

passive

fast

weak

good
t had

-wise foolish

active passive

strong weak

soft hard

unimportant

passive

fast

kind

weak

colorless

-masculine

Engineer.

important

Active

slow

cruel

strong

colorful

feminine



Please do not spend ton much time on the following items. There are no
ri ft or wrong answers and therefore your first response is important. Mark
T for true and F for false, Be sure to answer every question.

1. A problem has little attraction for me if I don't think it has a
solution.

I am just a little uncomfortable with people unless I feel that I can
understand their behaVior.

There's a right way and a wrong way to do almost everything. T F

4 would rather bet 1 to 6 on a long shot than 3 to 1 on a probable T F
winner.

5. The way.to understand complex problems is to be concerned with heir
larger aspects instead of breaking them into smaller pieces.

6. I get pretty anxious when I'm in a social situation over which I have T F
no control.

T F

T F

Practically every problem has

It bothers m
thought.

when I am unable

solution.

to follow another person's train of

9 I have always'felt that there ie a clear difference between right and
wrong.

10. It bothers me when 1 don't know how oth

11. Nothing gets accomplished in thi
basic rules.

people react to

orld unless you stick to some

T F

T F

12. If I were a doctor, I would prefer the uncertainties of a psychiatrist T F
to the clear and definite work of someone, like a surgeon or X-ray
specialist.

13. Vague and impressionistic pictures really have little appeal for me.

14. If I were a scientist it would bother me that MY work would never be
completed (because science will always make new discoveries

15. Before an examination, I feel much less anxious if I know how many
questions there will be.

16. The best part of working a jigsaw pimple is putting in that last piece. T

17. Sometimes I rather enjoy going against the rules and doing things I'm
not supposed to do

18. I don't like to work on a problem unless there is a possibility of
coming out with a clear-cut and unambiguous anawer.

19. I like to fool around with new ideas, even if they turn ou
be a total waste of time.

20. Perfect balance, is the ease composition.



AAT l :IONNAIRE

Na

pleas print

This is not a test. There ire no-right or wrong ans.,oe to the quest below.Each of the following questions has five alternatives, and you arc supposed toselect one of them. Please reed each question carefully and put a mark (X)
the pair of parentheses to the left'of the jlternative which y©u think best
represents you. Please answer all the questions.

ousraass while taking in exam or test hinders me from doing well.

Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely.
Never

T we most effectively under nressure as [,Alen the task is ver

Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

In a course le I have been doing poorly my fear _f a had grade cuts dawn my
efficiency.

Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Frequently
Al waYs

Uhen I
even my

oorly epared for e- m cr test
tricted knowledgeknowledg should illow.

Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Frequently
Alwny

5. The more impt rt"1
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely.
Never_

and do less well than

- .aml,natiern, the less well. 1 seem to do.



6. While I may (o mad not) he nervous before takin, an exam, once I start,seem to forget t be nervous.

Always

Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

7 During exams or tests, I block on questions to iich I know tl e, answers, eventhough I might remember them as soon as the exam is over.

Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

Nervousness while taking a test helps me do better.

Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Frequently
Always

When I start a test, nothing is able to

) This is always true of
) This is frequently true me
) This is sometimes true -cif me

This is rarely true of me
This is not true of me

10. 1 find that my mind es-blank at the bef;innint7 of an exen, anc1 if ta mafew ninute before 7 . an function.

) I almost always blank out t first
) I frequently blank out at first
) I sometimes blank out at first
) I rarely blank out at f first
) I never-blank out first

11. In con

bettor than theY People.
which thy: total grade is based mainly on one exam, I seem trr do

Never
Rarely
Sometimes

.quently
Always

12. I look forward to exams

Never
Rarely
Sometimes

FrecluenLlY
AlwAvc



13.- I am so L :rying about an exam, that I find I almost: don't carehow veil I do by the time I 6tart the test.

I or foal this way
I rarely fuel this way
I sometimes feel this wav
T. frequently feel this way
f almost always feel this way

14. Time presgure on an exam causes me
under similar conditions.

) Always
) Frequently
) Sometimes
) Rarely

Never

forse than the rest of the group

15. -Although cramming" under pre-examination tension is not effective for mostpeople, I find that if the need arises, I can learn material immediately beforean exam, even under considerable -pressure, and successfully retain it to useon the exam.

Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

16. I- joy taking a difficult exam more t n an easy one

Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

17. T find- myself reading exam gnestions without understanding them, and T must gohack over, them so that they will_ mil- sense.
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Frequently
AlMnst always

l3. The more i ortant the exam or

This
This
This
This
This

is always tVuo of Me
is frequently- t ue of me
is sometimes true, of me
is rarely true c f meis never true of me

the better I seem to do



19. When I don't do well on a difficult item at the beginning of an exam,
tends t0 upset so that 1 block out even easy questions later on.

This never happens to me
This rarely happens to me
This sometimes happens to me
This f.requently haupens to me
This almost always happens to me



SOCIAL ATTITUDE SURVEY

This is a questionnaire find out the Gray in whiCh certain importantevents in our society affect different people. Each item consists of a pairof alternatives lettered a or b. Please select the one stntementrof each pair(and only one) which you more strongly believe to be the case as for as you'reconcerned. Be sure co select the one you actually believe to be more truerather than the one you think you should choose or theione you would like to'be true. This is a measure of personal belief; obviously there arc no rightor wrong answers.

Please answer these items ea Ily but do no spend too much time on anyone item. Be sure to find an answer :-r every choice. Circle the letterrepresenting the statement which you choose ns the more true of the pair,

In some instances you array discover that you believe both statements orneither one. In such cases, be sure to select the one you more stronglybelieve to be the case as far as you're concerned. Also try to respond toeach item inkmacipaILL when making your choice; do not be influenced by yourprevious choices.

1 a. Children get into trouble been se their parents punish them trio much.b. The trouble with most chi i dren nowadays in that their parents are tooeasy on them.

2. a. Many.

Poop
tie unhappy things iaa -people's lives are partly due to bad inck
misfortunes result from the mistakes they make.

a. One of tho major reasons .why we, have' .because people don't take
enough-interest in politics.

b. There-will always he warn, no matter how hard-people try tc prevent them.

4 a. In the long run people get the respect they deserve in this world.b. bufortunately, an individual's worth often passes unrecognized no
matter how hard he tries.

5. a. The idea that teachers are unfair to studehts is nonsense.b. Most students don't realize the extent to which their grades are
influenced by accidental happenings.

6 a. Without the right hreak3 one cannot be an effective leader.b. Capable people who fai
their opportunities.

7. a No matter how hard you try some people just don't like you.b. People who can't get others to like them don't underdtnnd how to getalong with others.

to become leaderS have not taken advantage of



8. a. Heredity plays the major role in determinging one's- personality.

b. It is one's experiences in life which determine what they're like.

9. a. 'have often found that what is going to happen will happen.

b. Trusting to fate has- neVer turned out as-Well for me as making a

decision to take a-definite course, of action..

10.

12.

b.

b

In the case of the well prepared student there is rarely if ever such

a thing at an unfair test.

Many times exam questions tend to be so unrelated to course work that

studying is useless.

Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck has little or nothing

to do with it.
Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the right place at the

right time.

The average citizen can have an influence in government decisions.

This world is run by the few people in power, and there is not much

the little guy can do about it.

a. When I make plans, I am a almost certain that I can make them work.

b.: It is-not always wise to plan too far ahead because many things turn

out to be a matter of good or bad fortune anyhow.

b.

Thereat are certain people who are just-no.good.

There is ome good in everybody.

In my case getting what I want has little or nothing to do with luck.

Many times we might just as well decide what to do by flipping a coin

. 16. a. Who gets to,be-theboss often depends on who was lucky enough to be in

the right place first.
b. Getting people to do the right thing-depends upon ability, luck

has little-or nothinglto do with

17. a., As far as world affairs are conce ned, most of us are the victims of

.forces we can neither'understand, nor control.

By- taking an active part in-political and cial affairs the people

can control world events.

18. a. Most people don't realize the extent to which their lives

controlled by accidental happenings:'
b. There really is no suCh_thing as "luck ".

19. a. One should always be willing to adMit mistakes.

It is usually best to cover, up one'smis ekes.
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20. a. It is hard-to-know whether or not a person really likes you.
b. How many friends you have depends upon how nice a person you are.

21. a. In theJong run the bad -things that happen to us-are balanced by the
&fad ones.

b. MOstmisfortunes are the result of lack of ability, ignorance, laziness,
or-- ell three.

22. a. With enough effort we can wipe out political corruption.
It is difficult for people to have much control over the things
politicians..do in Office-.

23. a. Sometimes I can't understand how teachers arrive at the grades they
give.

b. There ls a direct connection between how hard I study and the grades
I get.

24. a. A good leader makes it clear. to everybody what their jobs are...
b, A good leader expects people to- decide for- themselves what they should .do,

25. e. Many times I feel that I have little influence over the things that
happen tome
It is- impossible for me .to believe-that chance or luck plays an
important role in my-life.

26. People are lonely because they don't try tolbe friendly.
There's not much use in trying too hard to please people if they
like you, they like you

27, a. There is too much emphasis on athletics in high school.
Team sports are an excellent way to build character.

28. a. What happens to me is my own doing.
b. Sometimes I feel that I don't have enough control over the direction

my life is taking.

29. a. Most of the time I can't understand why politicians behave the way they do.
b. In the long run the-people are-responsible for bad government on a

national as well as on a lOcal level.


